


To Our Beloved Customers:
 
Things are moving smoothly at Ad Products Bazaar.  
We are working hard to maintain good quality under the 
pressure of uprising costs from the trade conflicts. 
 
We believe the Bazaarline is the top choice for value and 
customer satisfaction. Experience our stream lined and  
easy fliexible ordering. We have over 25 years experience 
bringing our customers the best that they deserve!

Thanks,

Jerry Chen
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Welcome to the Bazaarline... 
How can we help you?

We are ready to help with any questions you may have.  
 
Give us a call and see why we are some of the 
best in the business. 

Feel free to visit our website for all of our great product 
lines and lots of special sales.
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B3064

B3071

B7046

B3065

B7045

B7013

B3074

B3066

B7052

Made of 210  
denier polyester 

Basic drawstring 
backpack with many 
practical uses. 

Backpack made of polyester 
pongee with ripstop trims
 
Large main compartment  

Full sized front zippered 
pocket in front
Adjustable shoulder straps

Full reinforced polyester material
 
Thick padded shoulder straps
 
Spacey main compartment 
 
Large front zipper compartment
 
Dual outside mesh pockets 
perfect for bottles

Made of 210D Polyester 
with PVC coating
 
Two grey reflective straps 
for safety
 
Carrying handles
Reinforced eyelets

Large zippered main 
compartment
 
Mesh bottle holder pocket
 
Well padded wide shoulder 
strap for extra comfort 
 
A cellular phone pocket 
located on should strap

Helpful identification badge 
in prominent location
 
Large zippered main  
compartment
 
Two (2) side mesh pockets
 
Large zippered front pocket

Meets public safety bag 
requirements
Ideal for schools and traveling
Keeps items secure withdraw-
string closure
Perfect for kids or adults
Easy accessibility

Made of 840 Denier Dobby 
Polyester and 600 Denier 
Polyester with PVC backing
 
Large main compartment 
with convenient spacy front 
compartment with mesh 
trims 

Quality construction 
with padded back
 
Large capacity main 
compartment
 
Large zipper pockets 
in front
 
Generous silver color 
zipper & sliders
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For our full line of products, and more information please visit us at  
www.bazaarline.com

http://www.bazaarline.com
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B7055 B8021

B7050 B6007

B6050

B7054 B8004

B7051

B6005

B7053

B8003B7018

Zippered front pocket
 
Padded back for 
comfort.
 
Wide padded shoulder 
strap

Clear vertical rear pocket 
with convenient pen loop
 
Holds credit card sized 
badges
 
Zippered main compartment
Clear front pocket

Padded Back and Bottom
 
Padded Inside Laptop Pocket
 
Large Front Pocket
 
Inside Front Pocket Organizers
 
Water Resistant Zippers

Upgrade when document 
storage needs arise
 
Zipper closure opens up to 
spacious interior
 
Holds up to legal size 
documents
 
Sleek leatherette design

Constructed with 600D  
polyester materials
 
Large front zippered pocket  
with organizer
 
Side mesh pocket
 
Back outside pocket
 
Double reinforced top  
carry handles

Large front & top convenient 
zipper pocket

Padded back and bottom
 
Dual mesh pockets
 
Heavily padded wide  
shoulder straps

Large zippered pocket for large 
sized badges
 
Lower rear pocket for business 
cards
 
Zippered top for easy access
 
Clear front pocket for badge
Convenient pen loop

Quality heavy backed construction 
with padded back
 
Large capacity main compartment
 
Horizontal stash pockets in front

Zippered front pocket with interior 
organizer
 
Large zippered main compartment
 
Convenient carrying handle
 
Adjustable shoulder strap
 
Side mesh pocket

Padded back zipper front
Padded inside laptop pocket
 
Large spacey zipper front 
pocket
 
Larger zipper main compartment
 
Dual handles for balance 
carrying

Customization keeps this  
bank bag above the rest
 
Zipper closure opens to  
spacious interior  
 
Quality leatherette  
construction

Quality heavy washed canvas 
construction
 
Compressions straps on front 
and side
 
Vertical stash pockets in front
 
Environmentally conscious
Mesh side pockets
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B1201
A convenient quick first-
aid storage case at a low 
price
 
Zipper closure opens up to 
spacious interior
 
No first aid items included 
with pouch
 
Clear rear window

B8001
A convenient pouch with all 
of the stationary standards
 
Includes highlighter, pen, 
pencil, sharpener, staples, 
stapler, staple remover, tape, 
glue stick, scissors, a six (6) 
inch ruler, eraser and paper 
clips
 
Compact design

B8028
For work, home or in your 
vehicle
 
Can be used on desk,table, 
floor or even as a stadium 
seat
 
Anything you want it to be
Large logo area ideal for 
promoting
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B6048 B1009

B1046 B1064B1049

B1001B1048
Ideal for doctors, nurses, dentists 
and any pharmaceutical purposes, 
or even as a mobile office
 
Lots of compartments for patient 
records, files & folders, stationary, 
and all the pharmaceutical items 
for home visits or home nursing

All metal parts reinforced for 
durability
 
Can hold seventeen (17) inch 
laptop

Main compartment that 
stores bottles up to twenty 
(20) oz.
 
Adjustable shoulder strap
 
Insulated bottle holder
 
Front pocket

Heavy Insulation
 
Side mesh pocket for drinks 
and bottles
 
Comfortable grip handle
Back and front zipper pockets
 
Front flap with hook & loop 
closure
 
Three locations for imprint: 
front, on flap or on back

4mm PE Foam insulation
PEVA lining heat sealed leak 
protection
 
Convenient 22” carrying handle
Front pocket for extra storage
 
Made with all recyclable 
materials

Capable of holding six (6) cans 
plus a sandwich

Transformable between a flapover 
lunch bag & a spacey upright cool 
tote w/ zipper closure
 
Side mesh pocket for drink and 
bottles 

Side release buckle for convenient 
hanging
 
Front zipper pocket

Sturdy construction with 
heavy cool pack insulation
 
Capable of holding six (6) 
cans plus a sandwich
 
Convenient carrying straps
 
Large front pocket

Heavy Insulation
 
Comfort grip handle
 
Front zipper pocket & 
inside mesh pocket
 
Side release buckle for 
hanging convenience
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B6060 B6017
Sturdy heavy polyester construction
 
Lots of pockets inside and outside
 
Wide opening zippered main 
compartment
 
Great for organizing and locating 
tools
 
Dual side mesh pockets
Practical and rugged

Sturdy heavy polyester 
construction with reinforced 
bottom
 
Adjustable, removable thick 
shoulder strap and padded 
carrying handle
 
Lots of pockets inside and 
out for organization
 
Great for organizing and 
locating tools

B6045
Top flap opens to big main 
compartment with hook & 
loop closure
 
Interior pockets provide 
substantial storage space

Zippered pocket on back

B1006

The combination of a 
mesh tote and a cooler 
bag.
 
Heavy insulated cooler 
on the bottom with a 
mesh inside pocket for 
the cool pack.
 
Mesh tote with zipper 
clouser.
 
Front open pocket.

B1036

Front zippered pocket 
for bottle openers and 
accessories
 
Sleek, modern silhouette 
made with high quality 
nylon
 
Waterproof main compart-
ment with heavy insulation
 
Adjustable shoulder strap 
with carrying handle
 
Includes four (4) individual 
can holders/coozies
Stores up to fourteen (14) 
cans
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B8016

B8301

B8002

B8302

B8009
Contrasting cane handle  
adds an original design touch
 
Main compartment cradles 
one bottle of wine
 
Distinctive material use and 
design
 
Perfect for themed giveaways
 
Quality jute construction

6 Designs to choose 
from.
 
Ceramic gardens stool 
all handcrafted art.
 
Different designs are 
slightly different in 
sizes

Zippered main interior  
compartment with pen holder
 
Quality 600 denier polyester 
construction
 
Fully padded and lined with 
organizer
 
Convenient carrying handle
Zippered front pocket

Extra bold design & size 
makes the stool function 
like a side table or coffee 
table.
 
Ceramic garden stool all 
hand crafted and wood 
fired kilned.

A complete set for the novice 
and the advanced sewer alike
 
Zippered main compartment 
opens to organized sewing set
 
Includes twelve (12) assorted 
color threads, plastic and metal 
thimbles, tape measure, scis-
sors, safety pins, pencil, plastic 
buttons, nickel sew-on snaps, 
seam ripper, needle and needle 
threaders
 
Handy carrying strap
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B1041
Made of 600 D Polyester 
sturdy construction with 
PVC backing
 
Capacity to hold 20 cans
5mm heavy foam with 
heat sealed PEVA lining
 
One large front pocket 
with one back mesh 
pocket
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K9002

K9006

K9102

K9001

K9807

K9103

K9008

K9710

K9711

Ten (10) coloring pages 
 
Ten (10) sketching pages
 
A5 size coloring and drawing 
book

Six (6) colored pencils with 
pencil sharpener all packed 
into an artful design box
 
Your logo is on the box as 
part of design
 
Prices include 1 color 
imprint

One (1) one and a half (1.5) oz 
dough pack,  
 
One (1) plastic shaping tool,  
 
One (1) animal mold  
 
One (1) animal shaped cutter 
ring in a clear drawstring case

Ten (10) coloring pages, 
 
Ten (10) sketching pages
 
A4 size coloring and drawing 
book

Perfect for art and craft 
supplies
 
Top zippered enclosure
 
Colorful rainbow trim

Two (2) four (4) oz differently 
colored dough packs,  
 
Two (2) animal molds,  
 
Two (2) animal shaped cutter 
rings,  
 
One (1) shooter and one (1) 
plastic shaping tool in a clear 
drawstring cases

Eight (8) crayons with 
imprint space on box

One (1) sketch and 
coloring book and eight 
(8) crayons in a small 
zippered pouch

One (1) sketch and 
coloring book and twelve 
(12) markers in a small 
zippered pouch
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B8066

B1302

B8062

B1361

B8068

B1321

Made of Rip-stop Nylon
 
Holds ten (10) golf balls
 
Easily attachable hook
 
A great functional promotional 
item for any golfer

Strong fiberglass shaft and armature
 
Plastic comfort grip with ID holder
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella
 
Swift manual operation
 
Sixty (60) inch arc

Hemmed with velour on one 
side and terry loop on the 
other side
 
Convenient hook for easy 
attachment to golf bag
 
Imprint location is on one 
end, can print in center for 
additional charges

Auto Open Function
 
Fiberglass shaft and frame 
makes this umbrella ideal for 
golf promotions
 
Stylish handle
 
Double layer windproof
 
All heavy duty construction

Zippered closure for 
shoe department
 
Zippered front pocket
 
Convenient carrying 
strap handle
 
Vented eyelets

Auto open function
 
Fiberglass shaft and frame 
makes this umbrella ideal 
for golf promotions
 
Comfortable handle
 
Double layer windproof
 
Square shape
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella
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B8204 B8202B8203

B8201

Heavy cotton apron 
great for restaurants 
and bbq’s

For an outdoor 
BBQ event or 
a restaurant & 
kitchen.

Heavy cotton apron 
great for restaurants 
and bbq’s

For Barbecue events, 
Bars, Restaurants & 
Kitchens

If it’s a restaurant, coffee shop, bar or whatever, we got you  
covered. Our company has many years of experience in the 
food industry. We have many more items available for custom 
order. Contact us today for a custom order quote for your food 
industry customers.
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K9703

B7041

K9712

B1324

B7016

K9201

K9713

B7002B7010

For ages 4 and older
6 Colored pencils, (8) 
crayons, (1) sketch and 
coloring book a sharp-
ener and a pair of paper 
scissors
 
Handy zipper case for 
storing in a good place.

Reinforced Padded 
Shoulder Straps
 
Dual Mesh Outside 
Pockets
 
Large Zipper Main 
Compartment

One (1) sketch and 
coloring book, twelve (12) 
water colors and six (6) 
colored pencils with pen-
cil sharpener in a small 
zippered pouch

Push up design
 
White fiberglass frame
 
Plastic safety protectors cover all 
sharp parts including tips
 
Plastic J-shaped handle

Eight (8) panel umbrella

The Kindergarten backpack has 
two zippered pockets
 
Equipped with a haul handle
 
Side mesh pocket makes for 
great extra storage space
 
Front small pocket is a great 
place to add your logo notice-
ably

 High quality nylon 
mesh bag with large 
imprintable pocket
Sand bucket, sifter, 
shovel, rake, tugboat 
and three sand molds 
included
Great assortment of 
high quality plastic 
beach toys

One (1) large sketch and 
coloring book, eighteen (18) 
watercolors, twelve (12) 
Markers, eight (8) Crayons, 
six (6) Colored Pencils,  
 
One (1) Safety Scissors, 
One (1) Large Brush, One 
(1) Square Small Brush in a 
Large leatherette pouch.

Large zipper opening 
for easy storage and 
access
 
Light weight material 
and construction
 
A mini backpack for 
young kids

Attractive rainbow colored 
accents
 
Sturdy clear vinyl construction
 
Spacious main compartment
 
Multi-colored straps
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Email orders@bazaarline.com
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B1123

B2020

B8302

B1129

B8065

B8070

B1040

B8301

Perfect for sports and travel
 
More spacey and more 
fashionable
 
1 zipper compartment
Adjustable straps

A Flannel interior lining to get the 
warm touch
 
Heavier fills to lock the warmth
 
Zipper-around design for  
easy access
 
Zippered pocket to keep personal 
necessities

Extra bold design & size 
makes the stool function like 
a side table or coffee table.

Ceramic garden stool all 
hand crafted and wood fired 
kilned.

Perfect for sports and camp 
promotions
 
Extra large size
 
3 zipper compartments
 
Adjustable straps

Additional color imprints and additional 
location imprints are possible
 
Rush production is possible
 
Item is stocked and printed in the U.S.
Comes with easy-to-use, imprintable  
black roller bag for easy transportation
 
Provided with stakes & ropes
 
Steel Frame
 
Easy pop up mechanism 
 
Polyester construction with silver coating
 
Instruction sheet included

A strong storage & carrying case.
 
Either a 19x11x11.5 large storage 
space or separate it into 2 or 3 
parts.
 
7 spacious outside pockets.
Carrying handles.
 
Folding up to save save space 
when empty and for saving freight 
when shipped.

A zippered pocket for quick 
and easy stow and go of 
small necessities
 
Roll up and store in the 
convenient included draw-
string bag
 
Large zip-around design 
with interior checkered poly 
lining and padding

6 Designs to choose from.
Ceramic gardens stool all 
handcrafted art.
 
Different designs are slightly 
different in sizes.
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Have an event, staff,sports team or any customer that needs 
apparel? Weather you need embroidered jackets or screen 
printed t-shirts we can do it! Contact us today for a custom 
order quote.
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Email orders@bazaarline.com
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B1027

B6003

B1108

B4001

B7048B7012B7034

Clear vinyl construction with red, 
black or blue trim
 
Two (2) compartments for food 
separation
 
Convenient carrying straps
Nine (9) can capacity

Zip around opening and front 
zippered pocket
 
Sturdy and reliable clear vinyl 
construction
 
Simple and spacious design
 
Pen pocket on side

Perfect for sports and camp 
promotions
 
See through
 
3 zipper compartments
 
Adjustable straps

Perfect for special occasions when 
the emphasis is on safety
 
Front zippered pocket and two mesh 
side pockets
 
Carrying handles and an adjustable 
shoulder strap
 
Sleek black trim frames large imprint 
area
 
Dual side mesh pockets

Heavy Duty Clear Vinyl
 
Heavy Zipper and Webbing
 
Reinforced at every point to 
make it last longer

School-friendly clear backpack 
at economical price point
 
Large main compartment of 
clear vinyl
 
Sturdy and well constructed
 
Large zippered front pocket

Sturdy clear vinyl construction 
at economical price
 
Zippered front pocket with 
mesh interior pocket
 
Two (2) side mesh pockets
 
Large main compartment
 
School-friendly design
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B8004

B3072

B8003 B1047

B3047B3004 B3003

Large zippered pocket for large 
sized badges
 
Lower rear pocket for business 
cards
Zippered top for easy access
 
Clear front pocket for badge
Convenient pen loop

B3074
Meets public safety bag 
requirements
 
Ideal for schools and traveling
 
Keeps items secure with 
drawstring closure
 
Perfect for kids or adults

B3046
Interior zippered pocket and 
spacious main compartment
 
Perfect combination of security 
and convenience
 
Heavy clear vinyl construction
 
Handy carrying handles
 
Front pocket

Sturdy crystal clear vinyl construction 
with reinforced bottom corners
 
Available in a variety of fun colors
 
Smooth open/close drawstring for 
easy carrying
 
Perfect for kids or adults
Easy accessibility

Customization keeps this bank 
bag above the rest
 
Zipper closure opens to  
spacious interior
 
Quality leatherette construction

A convenient hand bag made  
clear for security
 
Good for airport, government, 
school or locations where  
security scanning is required
 
Could be used as a cosmetic  
bag or travel kit

Available in a variety of fun colors
 
Sturdy clear vinyl construction
 
Convenient carrying handles
 
Perfect for kids or adults
 
Easy accessibility

Clear vinyl tote bag is perfect 
for stadium sports
 
Reinforced opening by webbing
 
28” long carrying handles
 
Imprint area of 5”W x 5”H  
(Logo size limited to 4.5”W x 
3.4”H if for NFL events)

12” x 12” x 6” square zipper 
tote bag
 
Available in a variety of fun 
colors
 
Long 32” carrying handles 
(shoulder straps for most 
people)
Easy accessibility
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B7004
Padded adjustable shoulder 
straps for easy transportation
 
Interior organizer for storing 
various school items
 
Two (2) side pockets with 
hook & loop closure
 
Two (2) large zippered front 
pockets

B8024
A great item for those always 
on the go
 
Transparent sides for easy 
viewing
 
Zipper closure compartment
 
Helps expedite airport travel
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B8035 B8058
Convenient nylon carrying case with 
strap and small internal pocket
 
Ultra-comfortable 1/8 inch thick 
foam material
 
Strong inner net layer for durability
 
Available in wide variety of colors
 
Full sized yoga exercise mat

Innovative close latch system to 
preserve case structure
 
1/4” thick which is double the 
thickness of our B8035 exercise 
mat
 
Thick cotton canvas case in tan
 
Convenient carrying handles
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B8037
Perfect for hospitals, physical therapy, gyms and 
doctors offices
 
Extra long fourty-eight (48) inch latex cord perfect 
for light use
 
Imprint location is on one end, can print in center 
for additional charges
 
Exercise instruction sheet is included
 
Each band packed in a poly bag

B8055
Innovative close latch system to 
preserve case structure
 
Contrasting stitching for added 
sophistication
 
Deluxe padded microfiber construction
 
Structured front zippered pocket
 
Double thickness exercise mat

B7011 B7017
Light and breezy mesh 
backpack combines style and 
convenience in one package
 
Padded back and adjustable 
shoulder straps allows comfort 
and durability
 
Equipped with one main mesh 
compartment and a front small 
mesh compartment with imprint 
area for your logo

Personalize this mesh backpack 
with your logo, text, or artwork, even 
embroidered.
 
Contains large zippered mesh com-
partment along with a front zippered 
compartment & 2 side pockets.
 
Adjustable shoulder straps are dura-
ble and padded for comfort.
 
Construction allows for visibility and 
stability.

B1000
Silver grey trim.
 
One main compartment plus  
 
One zipper front pocket.
 
Adjustable Shoulder Strap.

B7014
Personalize this clear vinyl/mesh 
backpack with your logo, text, or 
artwork
 
Contains large zippered mesh 
compartment along with a clear 
vinyl compartment
 
Adjustable shoulder straps are 
durable and padded for comfort
 
Construction allows for visibility 
of all contents carried inside

B8060
Deluxe carrying bag with shoulder 
strap
 
Ultra-comfortable thick foam material
 
Strong inner net layer for durability
 
Full sized yoga exercise mat, 4mm 
thickness

B8075
High end natural rubber yoga mart
 
Non-slip mat
 
Full size 4mm mat for professional 
use
 
Deluxe carrying bag with shoulder 
strap & inside zipper pocket

B8064
Set contains Pedometer, Hand  
Grip, Jump Rope, Stretch Exercise 
Band and Sport Towel
 
Easy to store carrying bag with a 
pocket for each item
 
Outside pocket for additional  
storage
 
Acts as a gym on the go

B8039
Straps on both ends adjust to  
change chair recline angle
 
Sit steady in the bleachers with this 
quality folding seat
 
PVC backing keeps you dry when 
seats are wet
 
Great for fundraisers and charities
 
Back pocket for storage
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B3070

B3024

B3022

B3023 B3025

B3058

B3036

9.5 inch gusset for large  
interior space
 
Sturdy with bottom board
 
Wide and long handles
 
Recyclable materials

Lightweight tote great for eco-
nomical promotions
 
Twenty six (26) inch cotton 
handle

Five ounce cotton canvas design
 
Three inch gusset
 
Eco-friendly

Great addition to a gift package
 
Sturdy laminated jute design
 
Sharp contrasting colors
 
Natural jute handles
 
Eco-friendly

Quality jute design
 
All natural jute construction
 
Drawstring closure
 
Eco-friendly

B3044
Heavier thread count for a stronger, 
more durable bag
 
Twelve ounce cotton canvas design
 
Twenty-four (24) inch cotton handle
 
Eco-friendly
 
Open Top

With a large seven by seven 
inch imprint area, the 5 Ounce 
Colorful Cotton Tote is no 
lightweight when it comes to 
promoting your logo.

Unfolds from compact eight  
(8) inch package
 
Curvy profile adds character to 
standard tote
 
Eye-catching color combinations
 
Convenient carrying straps

Three and a half (3.5) inch gusset 
for large interior space
 
Sturdier than your average 
grocery tote
 
Available in ten (10) different 
colors
 
Heavy polyester construction
 
Strong, clean silhouette

B3059
Silver wallet design which unzips 
to complete shopping tote bag

Silver wallet serves as base once 
unzipped
 
Front pocket for a great frame for 
any logo
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B8061

B3102

B8063

B8068 B5012

Great promotional item for  
fitness or sport giveaways
 
100% cotton and terry cloth towel
 
Perfect for any sporting event
Imprint location is on one end,  
 
Can print in center for additional 
charges

Heavy non-woven velvet 
barrel bag
 
Front outside pocket.
 
Adjustable shoulder strap

Thirty (30) by sixty (60) inch soft 
terry velour,  
 
100% cotton towel
 
11lbs/dozen

Zippered closure for shoe 
department
 
Zippered front pocket
 
Convenient carrying strap handle
Vented eyelets

Handy addition for long trips 
back with additional luggage
 
Small disc folds out to 
roomy, full-sized duffel bag
 
Adjustable shoulder straps
 
Wide zippered closure
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B8047
Great promotional item for fitness 
or sport giveaways
 
Perfect for even the most intense 
gym goers
 
100% cotton and terry cloth towel
 
Imprint location is on one end, 
can print in center for additional 
charges

B4032
19” large capacity gym bag
 
Arrow design
 
Front zippered pocket
 
Side mesh pocket
 
Shoe compartment
 
Padded hand grip
 
Reinforced removable/adjustable 
shoulder strap
 
Active colors with gray trims.

B4020
Zippered top opens to spacious 
main compartment
 
Separate side compartment for 
shoes
 
Adjustable shoulder strap
 
Zippered front pocket
 
Side mesh pocket

B4021
Wide zip around top to allow for 
easy access to main compart-
ment
 
Two (2) color combinations to 
make it stand out
 
Exceptional 320 denier beaded 
polyester design
 
Hook & loop carrying straps 
with padded grips
 
Adjustable shoulder strap
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B8069

B8031

B5013

B8007

B5018

B8005
Multiple slots and pockets for 
holding all everyday cards and info
 
Heavy duty wallet to sport a logo 
for years to come
 
Quality 1000 denier polyester 
construction
 
Hook & loop closure for added 
convenience

Zippered main compartment 
with interior pockets
 
Framed wide opening for 
easy access
 
Compact shape

B5019
Large main compartment with  
full lining
 
Inside zipper pocket & organizers
 
Front zipper pocket
 
Adjustable, detachable shoulder strap
 
Reinforced bottom

Keep your important documents 
by your side all the time
 
Hook & loop closure large main 
compartment
 
Small inner and front pockets
 
Comfort padded back

Adjustable, detachable shoulder 
straps with comfort grip
 
Simulated leather trimming and 
contrast stitching
 
Full way zipper opening to main 
compartment
 
Quality 1680 denier nylon design
 
Full front zippered pocket

Zippered main compartment 
with hidden pockets
 
The side tow for hanging
 
Zippered front pockets
 
Compact shape

Large main compartment with 
Large front zippered pocket
 
Fashionable oversized tote & 
square duffel design
 
Contrast Earth-tone colors 
on the handles and zipper for 
fashionable finish

B3073

B3069

B3101

B3054 B3081

B3076

B3104

Constructed with tough 600 denier 
polyester with PVC backing
 
Built in cut out handle design
 
Large D-Ring for keychains, etc.
 
Adjustable Shoulder Strap

Large space main compartment 
with zipper closure
 
Front pocket
 
Side mesh pocket perfect for 
bottled drinks
 
Convenient 24” carrying handles

Heavy velvet tote.
 
Leatherette contrast.
 
24” Handle

Blue or black stitching accents bag 
with a modern look and feel

Includes hook & loop closure on main 
compartment
 
Includes a D-ring for keys or a USB 
drive
 
Convenient adjustable strap
 
Side mesh pocket

B3103
A heavy velvet tote.
 
Black leatherette contrast.
 
25” handles

B3105
Heavy Velvet Pocket Tote.
 
3 Outside Pockets
 
24” Handles

Large front zippered pocket
 
Large zippered main compartment 
 
Quality polyester design
- 
Corner gussets

Large all purpose tote for  
shopping or gym
 
Fully lined large zipper compartment
 
Large zipper side pocket & front 
pocket
 
Padded bottom
 
Adjustable shoulder strap

A heavy velvet zippered  
tote.
 
Black leatherette front  
pocket.
 
24” handles

B3075
Large Zippered Compartment 
with Inside Pocket
 
Full Size Zippered Front Pocket
 
Large Spacey Zippered Front 
Pocket
 
Padded Bottom and Web Rein-
forced Side Bottom
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1309

B1333 B1303
B1348

B1310B1337 B1302

B1336
43” Arc manual open & close
 
Comes in a matching sleeve
 
Rubber like handle
 
Folds Down to only 9”
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella

Unique choice for an alternative 
promotional product
 
Forty-seven (47) inch arc big 
enough for two people
 
Colored plastic tips and ferrule 
caps for safety
 
Metal shaft with eight (8) panels

Polished wooden shaft and handle
 
Contrasting sides (top and bottom)
 
One push automatic open action
 
High quality armature and shaft
 
Steel frame and armature
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella

Auto Open 2 Fold
 
Pongee Fabric
 
Matching Sleeve
 
Folds Down to 16.5”
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella

Auto Open 2 Fold
 
Beautiful two tone handle with hand 
grip and strap
 
Matching Sleeve
 
Folds Down to 16”
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella
 
Two white panels on the 2-tone 
umbrellas

Folds up to twelve (12) inches with 
hook & loop closure
 
Folding auto open heavy metal shaft
 
Black plastic button for auto open
 
Matching sleeve for easy carrying
 
Wood handle with comfort cord
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella

Strong fiberglass shaft and 
armature
 
Plastic comfort grip with  
ID holder
 
Swift manual operation
 
Sixty (60) inch arc

Matching sleeve with convenient 
carrying handles
 
Nine and a half (9.5) inches long 
when folded
 
Light aluminium shaft and frame
 
Colored plastic grip handle
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella
 
Fiberglass support ribs

B1371
Wood shaft & wood handle
 
One button automatic open
 
Forty-eight (48) inch arc
 
Wooden comfort handle
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella
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B1320
Auto Open 2 Fold
 
Specially Designed very unique  
& classy handle
 
Polyester Fabric
 
Matching Sleeve
 
Folds Down to 17.5”
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella

B1307

B1346

B1319
As slim as a pencil and light 
weight at only 5.2 oz
 
Only eight (8) inches long when 
closed
 
Keep it in your purse or pocket
 
Convenient carrying strap
 
Matching Sleeve

B1308
Big aluminum shaft & fiberglass frame
 
Auto open 56” Arc large umbrella
 
Specially more flexible frame with easy 
bend attached parts to bend back frame  
& aluminum shaft down when blown up
 
One button automatic open
 
Black & Metallic Gold alternating eight  
(8) panel umbrella

Folds up to twenty-two  
(22) inches in length
 
A compact umbrella roomy 
enough for two
 
Wooden handle with comfort  
grip
 
Metal shaft and armature
 
Fifty-eight (58) inch arc

Auto Open
 
Polished wooden shaft and 
handle
 
Steel frame and armature
 
High quality armature and 
shaft
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella

B1361
Auto Open Function
 
Fiberglass shaft and frame 
makes this umbrella ideal for 
golf promotions
 
Stylish handle
 
Double layer windproof
 
All heavy duty construction
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B1301
The industry standard for quality,  
price and design
 
Metal straight shaft and armature
 
One button automatic open
 
Forty-eight (48) inch arc
 
Wooden comfort handle
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella

B1350
Make your logo more visible 
than ever with this unique, see-
through umbrella
 
Durable and light-weight
 
Stylish and sleek design
 
One button automatic open
 
Forty-six (46) inch arc

B1321
Auto open function
 
Fiberglass shaft and frame makes this 
umbrella ideal for golf promotions
 
Double layer windproof
 
Square shape
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella
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B1339
Low price, but functional
 
Comes with easy-to-use carrying 
strap
 
Lots of color options
 
Pole can be tilted
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella

B1338
Matching sleeve with drawstring 
closure and shoulder strap
 
Covers up to thirty (30) inch patio 
table
 
Includes crank and tilt mechanism
 
Shaft can be adjusted at an angle
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella

B1331
Sturdy double hook frame 
system with air vents
 
Covers up to a thirty-six (36) 
inch patio table
 
One and a half (1.5) inch 
diameter pole
 
Eighty-four (84) arc diameter
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella
 
Oversized steel frame
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B1340
Auto Open
 
Stylish leatherette covered 
hook handle
 
Debossed pongee fabric with 
floral pattern
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella

B1351
Auto open umbrella
 
Classic wooden shaft and hook 
handle
 
Double frame for strength with  
fashion metal rib tips
 
Pongee cover material
 
Eight (8) panel umbrella




